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Editor’s Intro
Welcome to the first anniversary edition of the LLS
Magazine. A year has already flown by since the
magazine was launched to shine a light on the
Society’s activities. It has evolved over the year to
bring its readership more variety and this issue is
certainly no exception. I am delighted and honoured to feature a guest
article from our very own City Mayor, Sir Peter Soulsby, on Richard III’s
legacy for the city. Sir Peter has served the people of Leicester for almost
half a century and in my view few are better placed to reflect on its past
and present in providing a perspective on its future. I am also grateful to
the many other contributors to this issue and as always I welcome your
comments and future contributions to the next edition.
Regards
Manbir Thandi,
Editor
manbir.thandi@weightmans.com
Leicestershire Law Society
Horsefair House
5th Floor
Horsefair Street
Leicester
LE1 5BP
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President’s

Report
I can hardly believe that my year as President is
almost over. As I write this piece there are only 2
months to go! ‘Where has the year gone?’ I ask
myself.
The year has been a whirlwind of activity
and for those of you who have come along to
the events, meetings and courses, and have
been involved in the activities of the year, you
will know that the support from the Committee,
Sub – Boards and members has been just
tremendous. The year has been full of excitement,
change, danger and challenge. I have created
many memories this year, too many to list
here. However let me share my best and worst
moments of the year with you.
I will start with my worst moment. Hanging
from a rope, in high winds, at the top of a 100ft
building has to be the moment which I would like
to forget. On reflection, worse than being at the
top of that building was in fact being a quarter of
the way down, because at the top, I could have
chickened out. However, once I was on the way
down there was no going back. I was not the only
brave (euphemism for crazy) person who took on
this challenge. Other members who braved the
wall were Krishna Kotecha, Samantha Freeman,
Glynis Wright and our very own Manager of LLS,
Kauser Patel. The only positive is that Sparks
Charity benefitted from our efforts as we raised
over £2,745. I am sure that many of my LLS
Colleagues would say that their worst moment
was in September when I dragged them 10 miles
through the Peak District raising a phenomenal
£12,000 for the Rik Basra Leukaemia Campaign.
One of my proudest moments has to be
the day that I found out that Sir Edward Garnier
QC had tabled a debate in Westminster about the

Photographs from the LLS Civic Dinner on 5 February 2016

Government’s proposal for fixing fees in Clinical
Negligence cases. The debate was with Ben
Gummer and took place on 9th March 2016. Sir
Edward knew nothing about this issue before
Leicestershire Law Society met with him for
lunch in November. Matthew Olner, Chair of the
Civil Sub – Board arranged for Sir Edward to join
members of the Civil Sub – Board, Rav Hothi and
Robert Khan from the Law Society. We briefed Sir
Edward on the issue, Parliamentary Questions
were put forward and eventually a debate was
tabled and took place. Important and fundamental
issues were debated and brought into the
spotlight. We are enormously grateful to Sir
Edward for listening and more importantly taking
such care and effort in ensuring that our concerns
were heard in Parliament.
In February this year, we were delighted to
welcome dignitaries and local business leaders
to the Civic Dinner, which this year was held at
College Court and themed ‘Historic Leicester’.
Tim Stevens, former Bishop of Leicester travelled
back from his new home in Bury St Edmunds to
speak to the guests together with Professor Kevin
Schurer, an historian and genealogist whose
research was instrumental in positively identifying
the remains found in the car park to be those of
King Richard III.
We now look forward to the 2016 Awards.
On 9th March we announced the shortlist for the
Awards. The criteria for the awards get tougher
and tougher each year and to win an award is a
real achievement.
The winner of the Awards will be
announced on 13th May 2016. To celebrate the
success of the shortlisted candidates and the
winners, we have arranged a Masquerade Ball

with a Strictly Come Dancing and Phantom of the
Opera theme – ‘Strictly Phantom’.
The entertainment for the Ball will be
provided by members of LLS; this year we have
created a unique opportunity for LLS members to
be trained by professionals and to present a dance
medley. Special thanks to Catherine Leong for
making this special event possible.
I take this opportunity to thank each and
every member of the Main Committee, the Exec
Board, the Sub – Boards and Kauser Patel, all of
whom have worked tirelessly to help the Society
achieve the aims and objectives which were set at
the start of the year and who are responsible for
the Society’s ever growing successes.
My thanks also to our ever growing list
of Patrons which now number 10. They are Aon,
RHMA, Severn Trent Searches, FinanceLab,
Leicester High School for Girls, Burcher Jennings,
JonStar Energy Brokers, De Montfort University,
University of Leicester and FVS Hosting.
We have been honoured to have as our
sponsors this year, for various events throughout
the year, The Pete Miller Partnership, Celerica
Accountants, FVS Hosting, Bygott Biggs, New
Street Chambers and Torr Waterfield.
The Society continues to grow from
strength to strength and is recognised as one of
the most vibrant and active in the country. On
25th May, I shall be handing over the reins to
Imogen Cox from Cartwright King who will take
over as President. I wish Imogen all the very best
and look forward to another exciting year in the
life of LLS.
Mehmooda Duke
President, LLS
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Justice in the Age
of Austerity

Membership

Austerity has been elevated to the position of a
deity. Cuts for cuts’ sake and cheapness as an
end in itself have become the order of the day.
However, as with the wider doctrine of austerity,
so the reforms in the arena of legal services seem
to be driven, at least in part, by dogma without any
sense of what the actual objective is or whether
there is a coherent thought process behind them.
We might want Ferraris to be cheaper so that we all may have
one. But if the Italian government were to legislate a reduced price
for Ferraris, how low would that price need to be before what you
received was not what you thought you were buying?
Ostensibly, the goals of the RTA reforms were to weed out
fraudulent claims and to reduce drivers’ insurance premiums. The
reforms were piloted through by a former Justice Minister whose
family fortune was derived from the insurance industry and whose
“feeling” was that the number of fraudulent claims was higher
than even the insurance lobby claimed. There are and always have
been severe penalties for dishonest claims and nobody could
suggest that there is any injustice in such penalties. Furthermore,
only the most naïve observer could possibly believe that insurers
would pass on any savings to their customers rather than simply
reporting higher profits and declaring higher dividends for
shareholders.
The latest proposals to fix costs in all actions up to £250,000
appear to be a continuation of this blinkered process. The
Department of Health has been vociferous in pointing out the high
level of costs claimed in clinical negligence cases. However, their
propaganda is often devoid of context and disingenuous. Anyone
familiar with the conduct of clinical negligence cases by the NHSLA
will be aware that they are frequently their own worst enemy in
terms of generating costs – dragging out matters and causing
them to progress further than necessary down the road towards
trial. Furthermore, no analysis has been done of the level of costs
claimed following the abolition of recoverable success fees which,
in clinical negligence cases, were set at 100% as often as not.
Successive governments have bought into a narrative
supported by the insurance industry – fat cat lawyers growing
rich at the expense of beleaguered premiums and tax payers. This
narrative has been spun by the national press with multiple stories
appearing, most recently the government’s pledge to crack down
on lawyers who bring claims against “heroic” soldiers following
revelations of the destruction of exculpatory evidence in cases
brought by clients of Leigh Day.
Again, there are, quite rightly, severe penalties for both
claimants and lawyers who attempt to mislead the Court; but what
of the genuine claims? Should servicemen be permitted to carry out
atrocities whilst their victims have no recourse? If it is the intent of
government to make serving soldiers immune from a suit then why
not do that? Why choose to do it by bashing the legal profession for
the inexcusable actions of the few?
If the aim of the reforms were simply to make justice cheaper
and more accessible there would be some sense. However, the fixed
costs implemented so far have been set at such low levels that the
“Ferrari” is no longer a “Ferrari” or rather cheaper does translate into
access to justice but access to something rather less as long as
your claim is in no way difficult.
Added to the growth in parsimonious fixed fees and antiClaimant, anti-lawyer rhetoric, the proposed increase in the small
claims threshold, would seem to indicate that the true objective
is not access to justice but simply the deterrence of claims and
the disenfranchisement of ordinary injured claimants as against
Defendants who are usually corporate insurers or government
departments and who will always be able to afford lawyers.

The membership team at the
Leicestershire Law Society is Daniel
O’Keeffe and Bushra Ali.
Daniel O’Keeffe is a Senior
Solicitor at the clinical negligence firm,
Moosa Duke Solicitors. Bushra Ali is
the founding/sole Director of Bushra
Ali Solicitors which is a specialist Immigration Practice. She is also
the LLS 2012 Solicitor of the Year. Daniel and Bushra both joined the
committee in 2015 and are determined to make the Society better all
the time and ensure that members get fantastic value for money from
their membership.
Daniel and Bushra are very keen to hear from members with
any comments they have about membership and particularly any
suggestions about how to improve membership of the Society.
The Leicestershire Law Society is one of the most active regional
law societies in the country and there is a huge amount going on
all the time.
During each year we have numerous fantastic events including
a garden party, annual ball/awards ceremony, networking lunches
as well as lots of excellent professional development courses run
for members across many different practice areas. There are lots of
networking opportunities for members to meet other members and
get involved with the thriving Leicestershire legal community.
The Leicestershire Law Society is a fantastic organisation
and there are lots of local businesses who are keen to build their
relationship with the Society. Daniel and Bushra are currently looking
into settings up links with businesses and arranging preferential
‘deals’ for members to make membership of the society even better.
There will be a membership update in every edition of the
magazine, so please look out for the latest membership news in the
next edition.
We are always looking for new members and if anyone has
any comments they would like to make about membership including
suggestions for courses, events and how to make membership even
better, please contact Daniel (dokeeffe@moosaduke.com) or Bushra
(Bushra@bushraalisolicitors.co.uk).

Robert Parness
Costs Lawyer
Burcher Jennings

NOTICE OF ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING
Details of the AGM are as follows:
Date: 25 May 2016
Time: 1.00 pm
Venue: Nelsons Solicitors,
Provincial House,
37 New Walk, Leicester LE1 6TU
The meeting will last approximately 30 minutes. The agenda and reports will
be sent out in due course.

www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk
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LLS sponsors the
De Montfort
Graduation Prize Giving
Ceremony, Wednesday
27th January

Postgraduate students in the Faculty of Business and Law at De
Montfort University not only collected their degrees this term
– they also picked up awards for stellar performances on their
courses. Commenting on the awards, Professor Cillian Ryan,
Dean of the Faculty of Business and Law said “We are blessed
with wonderful students here at De Montfort University and it is
always difficult to select winners from the wealth of talent among
our graduates. Hence these prize winners are a recognition of
outstanding achievement and success.” Emma Bush and Mohamed
Patel (pictured) were winners of prizes sponsored by Leicestershire
Law Society.

Golden Anniversary for
Law School

A ‘BIRNing’ Desire to
Network

The University of Leicester recently invited students, alumni, local
firms and academics from across the country to celebrate the Law
School’s 50th anniversary. An evening drinks reception was followed
by presentations from
writers contributing to
the Leicester Student
Law Review which
aims to empower
future professionals
and intellectuals
through the discussion
of a wide variety of
legal issues from within
and extending beyond
the LLB curriculum. The
Review is a studentrun publication and
in March the third
issue (pictured) was
launched. A series
of academic events
will mark the 50th
anniversary of Leicester
Law School in 2016; up to date details can be found on the Law School’s
website.

Market Harborough’s newest morning networking event launched with
a bang on Thursday 28th January.
The Business Introductions & Referrals Network (BIRN for
short) welcomed over 60 businessmen and women during its first
free networking event, which is a joint venture between Bray & Bray
Solicitors, Raymond James Investment Services Market Harborough
Branch and Insomnia Coffee & Wine Bar. The event, which is held at
Insomnia (in the Symington building, Adam and Eve Street, Market
Harborough), will continue to run as a free event on the last Thursday of
each month.
Speaking about the feedback received from attendees, Market
Harborough resident and Associate solicitor at Bray & Bray, Andrew
Hitchon comments:
“It’s amazing how cheerful people are first thing in the morning,
especially for January! The atmosphere at BIRN was buzzing and
there was a fantastic, diverse mix of people enjoying making new
connections. It was great to hear so many people saying that the event
was excellent, and people seemed impressed by its informal nature
and the fact that it was open to everyone to attend. There isn’t really
anything like BIRN in Market Harborough at the minute, so we hope the
news that everyone is welcome spreads! The people are great, it’s free
to attend and there’s free (top-notch) tea and coffee – what’s not to like?”
The next BIRN event will take place between 7.30am and 9am at
Insomnia on Thursday 28th April. There is no need to register.

www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk
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Law makers
of the
future at
Leicester
High
Girls at Leicester High start early when it comes to the law – from
age 13 they begin to learn about the legal system in the UK. In Year
8, students become jurors, clerks, solicitors, judges and defendants
for the day and act out a mock trial at the Galleries of Justice in
Nottingham. The fun and engaging way they take part in this popular
trip is just the beginning. This impactful introduction to the law may
be the reason that there are usually about three or four girls a year in
the School who apply for Law at university, but there can be no doubt
that PHSCE (Personal, Health, Social and Citizenship Education) plays
a part in broadening the girls’ outlook too. These lessons, timetabled
weekly for all year groups from Year 3-13, teach girls about aspects
of the world which have a direct influence on the law, such as current
affairs, human rights, political reform, the World Bank and financial
markets, and broad social issues. Girls hear about life in prison from
those who work there as well as ex-inmates. These eye-opening
sessions are memorable insights into a world otherwise unknown and
misunderstood. Opportunities to expose the girls to the reality of the
world around them become increasingly important as they prepare to
leave the School at 18 and start to prepare to be independent of their
parents.
Leicester High is clearly the sort of school that is always on
the lookout for interesting experiences of the real world, so staff
were delighted when the opportunity came up at the last minute
to take part in the Interschool’s Courts Competition at Leicester
Crown Court in February 2016. Although there were less than two
weeks’ to prepare, the school felt that taking part in this prestigious
competition, organised by Leicestershire Law Society, was too good
an opportunity to miss.
The 13 girls who took part found it to be a tremendously
exciting, long and involved day, and the students competed against
other schools playing real parts in real clothes, in a real court in
front of real judges. At 8.30am the students were whisked off to
their relevant rooms: the robing room for advocates Ruhi Vaitha and
Mariam Hussain to be kitted out in wigs collars and gowns; Zakiya
Valera, Asiyah Ibrahim, Maya Harran, Avneet Attwal, Praveen Ragi
and Nisha Rupiya to the Jury assembly room; reporter Roshni Jutha
to the press room; witnesses Shivani Ganesh and Maryam Durojaiye
with their witness care officer, Mashal Shakeel to the witness room
and Sabah Haq our usher/clerk for the day to the court official’s
room.
For the first trial the Leicester High girls were defending in
Court 1 in front of His Honour Judge Mooncey. The advocates and
witnesses were impressive and put so much doubt into the minds of
the Jury that a unanimous verdict of not guilty was returned. In the
afternoon session, it was the School’s turn to prosecute, presided
over by Her Honour Judge Lucking QC, and once again, the girls

www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk

did a sterling job; unbeknown to staff, witness Shivani had received
extra instructions to get really angry in order to be told off several
times by the Judge; she did such a good job that the staff were very
concerned that she was actually going to be thrown out of court and
ruin the school’s chances! Several tissues had to be provided by
witness care (Mashal) for Maryam, the other witness, who also acted
her part very well. These two witnesses enabled the defence case to
crumble and together with excellent questioning from the advocates,
Ruhi and Mariam, resulted in a majority verdict in the School’s favour.
Leicester High School’s six jurors all heard other schools put their
cases across and argued their point of view and, notably, Nisha was
elected to be foreperson of the jury in both her trials and as a court
official.

Leicester High advocates, Ruhi Vaitha and Mariam
Hussain, with mentors

All the schools taking part finally re-assembled in Court 2 for
the awards to be presented by the five High Court Judges. Roshni
received a special mention for her press report and Leicester High
School received the Bronze Trophy for the best school, so many
congratulations to them. The School was particularly grateful to
Imogen Cox, Zoe Lee and Charlotte Bradford, and the legal team from
Cartwright King, for their time and the excellent support and advice
they provided to prepare the Leicester High team at such short notice.
The 13 girls from Years 10 and 11 were very impressed by
the whole experience and said, ‘It was amazing. We were terrified
to the point of crying at the start, but Cartwright King gave us so
many strategies and ideas about how to argue and make our point,
that our confidence in our ability grew. The event was extremely
competitive and very worthwhile because our confidence in public
speaking, which you need in every job, has grown. We will never
forget the lessons we learned and we are so grateful that we had
the chance to do this.’
The girls in Year 11 may still be considering their career
options but there are four girls in Year 13 at the school who are
already committed to studying law at university in 2016. Anjani,
Anika, Ayesha and Khadijah have offers from Exeter, Nottingham
Trent, Nottingham/Durham, and DMU between them. All of them
are clearly focussed girls who have far to go and we look forward to
them maybe working for a Leicestershire law firm one day!
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Students excel
at Schools Court
Competition
More than 100 pupils from 10 Leicester schools staged mock trials
in front of real judges during a competition at Leicester Crown Court.
The school's court competition, a joint venture between Leicestershire
Law Society and the Midland Bar Association which is now in its
fourth year, gave students the chance to act out the roles of barristers,
clerks, jurors, ushers, witnesses, court reporters – and even play the
part of the accused. The mock trials – based on the crime of a robbery
- were presided over by Judges Nicholas Dean QC, Simon Hammond,
Ebraham Mooncey, Robert Brown and Adrienne Lucking QC.
The ten 13-strong teams were mentored by practicing
solicitors and barristers, who coached the would-be legal eagles
before the event.
The competition was organised by former LLS President,
Helen Johnson and barristers Mary and Paul Prior. Helen said after
the all-day event: “This year we saw some outstanding advocacy.
One judge said he felt as if he was in a real trial and another
commented on the teamwork between the advocates and their
ability to control the witnesses, which even professional advocates
sometimes struggle with.
"The participating schools produced strong teams who were
able to effectively participate in the process and which the students
found both educational and entertaining. The competition goes from
strength to strength and could not take place without the voluntary
support of the judges, professional mentors, court staff, teachers and
other helpers who all give up their precious free time”.

Results:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Best Advocate: Frances Pooley, Sir Jonathan North Community
College
Best School team (Gold): Sir Jonathan North Community College
Best School (silver): English Martyrs Catholic School
Best School (bronze): Leicester High School
Best Court Official: Ruth Adeleke, Sir Jonathan North Community
College
Exceptional Ability: Khaya Bhebhe, English Martyrs Catholic
School
Best Witness: Hari-Arjun Parmar, English Martyrs Catholic School
Best Juror: Sabita Kandel – Rushey Mead School
Best witness care: Sarah Piranie, Manor High School
Best Court Reporter: Elizabeth Nattrass, St Pauls Catholic School
(special mention to runner-up Roshini Jutha, Leicester High School,
who also submitted the best headline)

The participating schools were: Soar Valley College, Samworth
Academy, Manor High School, Leicester High School, English Martyrs
Catholic School, St Paul's Catholic School, Hamilton Community
College, Rushey Mead School, Sir Jonathan North Community College
and Moat Community College.

From the top, Gold, Silver and Bronze winners

Thanks also go to the event sponsors, Leicester Mercury,
The Grand Mecure Hotel, 36 Bedford Row and 1 High Pavement
Chambers, along with local firms: Bushra Ali, Bray and Bray, Emery
Johnson Astills, Hollingsworth and Moosa-Duke.

www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk
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What is a Notary?
Notaries form the oldest of the three branches of the legal profession
in England yet very few Solicitors or Barristers will know much about
our work beyond our ability to dress up a document with a red seal,
some ink stamps and perhaps a green ribbon.
Notaries can be found in most parts of the World but the
extent of the work undertaken and status of a Notary differs widely
between jurisdictions. In civil law continental Europe, Notaries have
held a monopoly of a number of areas of non contentious legal work
such as the transfer of property and the making of Wills. Although
not always popular amongst the general public, their status has
traditionally been high.
In contrast, in the United States Notaries can be found on
most High Streets, no legal qualification is required and their
function could simply be described as registered witnesses of formal
documents. Their availability and nominal fees frequently leads to
a grumble about UK Notaries when an American visits my office. In
contrast, when I am visited by clients from France or Germany, I am
met with relief at only having to pay a modest fee and, until relevantly
recently I am told, not having to bow their head to the Notary when
entering and leaving his or her office.
Put simply, the function of a Notary is to verify facts and to
note those facts as a permanent record that can be relied upon
throughout the World. This record can be relied upon in England
and occasionally there are circumstances where we are called upon
to record a fact for domestic purposes. For example, for evidential
purposes that might subsequently need to be relied upon in Court
proceedings or as independent overseers of ballots. However, the
work of an English Notary is largely limited to the verification of facts
for the purposes of international transactions.
The most common fact requiring verification is the signature of
an individual acting in their private capacity. The Notary verifies the
identity of that individual, their capacity to sign and the completion
of the necessary formalities associated with signature - for example
execution as a deed. Common examples are Powers of Attorney to
enable a foreign property transaction or the making of an Affidavit to
obtain a foreign passport or to facilitate a foreign wedding.
We are also regularly requested to deal with company
transactions which will involve not only the verification of the
individuals signing but also their status, their authority to act and the
status of the company that they act for.
Our work is extremely varied and can range from an annual
certification that an individual is still living, and therefore able to claim
their foreign pension, through to countersigning tender documents
signed by a Director of a multinational company.
Much of the work of a Leicester Notary is undertaken for the
Asian community. The execution of Powers of Attorney to deal with
family owned land in India has become very routine as has assisting
clients with the bureaucratic, and often nonsensical, requirements
of the Indian High Commission. Our work has also developed with
changing immigration trends and helping East Europeans manage
their affairs in their countries of origin has become common.
Notaries are happy to answer questions from Solicitors
regarding a document or transaction with an international element.
Generally we are able to quickly identify whether the Solicitor is
able to deal with the matter, whether our direct involvement is
necessary or if a third party, such as a lawyer qualified in the relevant
jurisdiction, needs to become involved.
www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk

Notaries are able to provide guidance on the “legalisation”
of documents for use abroad. The notarisation of a document (for
example the witnessing of a signature or certification of a document
as true copy) can form part of the legalisation process, but this
term is commonly used to describe the further authentication of
documentation by the UK Foreign Office and/or the consulate of the
country to which the document is destined.
Finally, whilst most English Notaries are also Solicitors, there
are a number of Notaries that are not - perhaps because they have
never been a Solicitor but more commonly because they have
retired from their Solicitors practice. Such Notaries can conduct
conveyancing and probate work as a Notary and therefore do
not be concerned should you encounter one on the other side of
a conveyancing transaction. Notaries are subject to very similar
regulation and insurance arrangements to Solicitors.
Notaries are routinely found through a google search but
the Notaries Society, of which the vast majority of active notaries
are members, maintains a comprehensive directory which can be
searched by location.
Steven McCallister
Director
Salusbury Harding & Barlow
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5 Top Tips
for Social Media
There’s
nothing
quite like
social
media. As
well as
costing us
nothing, it
allows us to share our thoughts,
activities and daily-lives on a
gigantic-scale, with relative ease.
For businesses however,
they first have to learn how to
utilise the correct tools in order
to harness social media’s real
potential. Get it right and you
will receive more engagement,
more enquiries and improved
brand identity. Get it wrong
and the repercussions are not
worth thinking about. To get
you started, we have compiled
some of mmadigital’s top tips
for competing with your digital
adversaries.
Join Facebook…Now
As of 2015 there are nearly
1.4 billion active users enjoying
Zuckerberg’s brainchild. Unlike
Facebook’s early years, the
platform is now made up of
users of all ages and not just
youngsters. In fact, around 15%
of Facebook’s audience is made
up of over 55’s, and 31% are aged
35 to 54. While the platform
doesn’t play host to ‘everyone’,
it’s clear to say that if you have
a demographic in mind, you will
be able to find them. That’s why
research suggests there are 40
million small business pages, as
companies try to take advantage
of the 21-minutes (average) we
all spend on Facebook everyday.
Consumers today are no longer
just using search engines to
find your brand on the net, they
are using multiple platforms
and a plethora of devices to
discover you. Ensuring you have
a Facebook page is essential in
giving your brand credibility on
the web, as well as giving your
audience another path to your
front door.
Audit
Be it Facebook, Twitter,
or Linkedin, you should ask
yourself, ‘are we really doing
enough?’. By using the following

checklist, you will get a better
idea of whether your social
media channels are completing
some of the bare necessities:
• Do you have an engaging
and professional cover photo
that has a size specification
tailored to the platform?
• Do you have a tagline or any
demonstrated benefits on your
profile picture/cover photo?
This should include a clear
call-to-action.
• Do you have a short
description about your
company including a web
address?
• Are you posting at least once a
day on every platform?
• Are you asking questions
in your posts to drive
engagement?
• Are you varying your posts
between text, photos, links and
video?
• Are you sharing tips in your
niche?
These are just a handful of
questions you should be asking
if you want to contend with your
competitors on some of the
biggest digital arenas.
Get Visual
Whether it’s articles, blogs,
or adverts, images have become
a common accompaniment to
almost everything we share
in 2015. With Twitter images
amassing 89% more ‘favourites’
and 150% more ‘retweets’,
businesses have realised
that harnessing the visual
capabilities of social media is
crucial in attracting maximum
engagement.
But using images in your
blog posts isn’t enough. You
need to make sure your images
are clean, crisp and precise.
As HD moves to 4K, and our
screens become even clearer,
the expectation of users will
also grow. Having slightly blurry
or pixelated images (and yes
users will spot these) will ensure
that your post is skimmed past
immediately. We recently did
some research into the Twitter
accounts of the Top 50 UK
law firms and found that 14 of

these have a blurry or pixelated
profile picture. Staggeringly
18 of the top 50 also don’t
have anything in their banner
space or use a preset block of
colour. To increase enquiries
and strengthen brand identity,
businesses should be utilising
this space with call-to-actions,
links and useful information.
A good technique is to
recycle your old content with
different images to see which
performs most effectively, this
split testing approach will ensure
your posts are steadily optimised.
Expand Your Network
In theory it’s simple, you
offer your audience valuable
content and enquiries start
coming through thick and fast.
The reality is this doesn’t work
without having a few other
weapons in your arsenal. Social
media accounts that drive leads
are the ones that juxtapose
valuable content with the
expansion of their network.
The amount of people who
see your posts, or more commonly
known as ‘reach’, can be extended
with the aid of a few best
practices. Here is just a handful:
• The ubiquitous hashtag is
used by many and for very
good reason. Consistently
landing on good hashtags that
are used by highly engaged
groups allows businesses
to share content amongst
relevant communities that are
likely to help you grow your
online presence. However,
over use of the hashtag
can look amateurish and
spam-like, which can often
result in poorly performing
posts. So make sure to avoid
crowbarring random hashtags
into your tweet; #legal, #law
and the like will just result in
#poorreach.
• Convert one of your blog posts
into an infographic. As we
explained above, if you are
able to use visual references
over written speech, your
audience are more likely to
engage.
• For only a few pounds you
can run paid advertising

campaigns that will help
to boost your content to
extended audiences, and
should help you to develop
your following.
• Guest posts are a great way
to expand your reach. It
allows you to share content
with readers that you weren’t
able to reach previously,
thus exposing your brand to
unfamiliar communities.
Linkedin Company Page
With over 400 million
members worldwide, Linkedin
can be used as a powerful
marketing tool for businesses,
especially those who are
B2B driven. Like Twitter and
Facebook, merely having a
presence is no longer acceptable
if you wish to capitalise on leads,
you need to tailor your company
page for engagement.
Add relevant keywords
When a Linkedin company
profile is created, you have the
option to add keywords on the
page. Because every profile is
searchable via the box at the top
of the screen, these keywords
can help to increase your traffic.
Ask Questions
The headline space on
Linkedin is far more liberal than
Twitter’s meek 140 characters.
Make the most of this space by
asking your audience questions
to drive engagement and traffic.
Don’t just limit questioning to
your post, wait for responses and
drive conversations with your
audience.
Join Linkedin Groups
Linkedin groups are a
great way of extending your
network and finding like-minded
companies/individuals.
By participating in
industry-relevant groups you
increase your visibility on the
platform, as well as gaining
the ability to add real value for
prospects and your network.
Jason Westall, Head of
Marketing and
Communications at
mmadigital
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King
Richard III’s
discovery:
A legacy
of
confidence
and pride
Two years ago, Lady Justice Hallett
brought to a close a judicial review
hearing – the outcome of which was
to be a defining moment in our city’s
history.
A decision to reinter the
remains of King Richard lll in
Leicester Cathedral was being
challenged in the High Court. Consultation should be carried
out on the location of the king’s final resting place, was the
argument that had been put forward.
It was only a matter of weeks before the court delivered
its verdict. There were no grounds in public law to change the
plans already made for the reinterment in Leicester Cathedral,
it said; it was time for the king to be given a dignified reburial.
Fast forward another year to 26 March 2015, and the eyes
of the world were on Leicester for that event. More than 80
international journalists took up camp here.
Images of Leicester and Leicestershire were beamed
across the globe for several days.
A year of complex event planning, extensive works to the
cathedral, and major improvements to the area around it all
paid off, as the king was finally laid to rest as we had promised:
with dignity and honour.
Something changed in Leicester that day. I have often
said we are a city lacking in confidence. For many years
we didn’t properly celebrate or promote our 2,000 years of
history. That day we showed the world what we can do, and the
response was incredible. The feeling of pride in the city was
almost palpable.
People continued to want to know more about Leicester.
Tourists flocked here, and liked what they found. A new sense
of what was possible began to emerge.
Why shouldn’t Leicester host the Rugby World Cup? Why
wouldn’t an international company like IBM want to locate their
first UK office here? With more confidence in our city, it seems
anything is possible.
As we approach the one-year anniversary of the king’s
reinterment, the eyes of the world are on us once more.

www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk
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Thanks to Leicester City Football Club’s incredible
success we are in the media spotlight again. In the past two
weeks alone we have welcomed journalists from France,
Belgium, Switzerland, the Netherlands and the USA – all of
whom want to learn more about Leicester.
Like Leicester City FC, we can put Leicester’s continued
growth and regeneration down to excellent team work, hard
graft, and just a little bit of luck. And like them, we should look
to the future with a huge amount of confidence and pride, and
do all we can to make the most of the wonderful opportunities
ahead.
Sir Peter Soulsby,
City Mayor

LLS supports The
Spark FESTIVAL
Leicestershire Law Society is proud to
support the Spark Arts for Children as their
second nominated charity for this year
It has been a great year
for The Spark – one of the
highlights has been the Tiny
Sparks project working with
pre-school children in two
deprived areas of Leicester.
Over the last 10 weeks two
artists have been based in a
local children’s centre using
drama and music to help
develop language skills. In these areas of Leicester many children are just
not ready to start school as they turn 4. They start their school lives well behind their peers. This disadvantage is then very difficult to catch up creating
a negative impact on the rest of their lives. This project is helping more than
120 pre-school children bridge this gap and start school ready to learn.
LLS helped make this project possible through supporting a
sponsored abseil in November. Thank you to LLS members who raised
£2,745 and especially to Glynis Wright who raised over half that herself!
The Spark Arts for Children is a Leicester based charity working with
children aged between 0-13 years. They exist to enable children to enjoy the
opportunities for discovery offered by the arts as audiences, learners and as
creators of their own art.
Look out for the Spark Festival 23 May to 4 June 2016 – an annual
celebration of the best in theatre, dance and music for children and families.
It is one of the largest of its kind in the UK – right here in Leicester. Sign up
for a free festival brochure and be part of it at www.sparkfestival.co.uk
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Council Member’s
spring 2016

REPORT

Linda Lee has been Council Member for Leicestershire, Northamptonshire and Rutland since 2003. She is a past President of the Law
Society of England and Wales and is the current Chair of the Regulatory Affairs Board and a member of the Regulatory Process Committee,
Access to Justice Committee and the Audit Committee. She is current Chair of the Solicitors Assistance Scheme.
She is contactable at linda.lee@rlb-law.com
The end of
the solicitors
profession,
a two Act
tragedy
alternatively
titled a noble
profession or the return of the
pettifogers and vipers?
I write this article shortly
before the 15th anniversary of the
publication of ‘Competition in
Professions’ paper published by
the Office of Fair Trading (OFT).
The OFT is no more but its legacy
lives on.
The aim of the 2001 review
was to ‘identify restrictions, whether
arising from law, professional rule or
other source, which had the effect of
preventing, restricting or distorting
competition in professional services
to a significant extent. It was to
identify any consumer benefits
claimed for the restrictions, but
to leave for further consideration
whether these benefits justified
the restrictions’ . The review
covered lawyers, accountants, and
architects.
It concluded that the
professions should be subject
to competition law in the same
way as other economic actors. It
warned that if the application of
competition to the professions is
restricted, so too was the ability of
the OFT to ensure that markets for
professional services work well and
that consumers benefit from this.
It warned that the profession had a
year from publication to have action
in hand, or could take action, to
remedy the restrictions they found.
It allowed a period of not more
than one year for this action to be
progressed or remedies would be
found.
However when you look at
the findings, it found that in certain
areas there was concentration of
supply in the hands of a few firms
or groups of practitioners and
that could lead to concern, but no
evidence was found of cartel activity.
www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk

The report noted that
there were restrictions that have
significant effects on competition,
but in line with the remit it did go
on to assess whether the claimed
public interest benefits could be
shown to outweigh this detriment.
The report considered
restrictions on entry into the market
but it did not find evidence that
entry qualifications and continuous
professional development
requirements were themselves
having significant undue restrictive
effects.
It also looked at restrictions
on conduct and noted that scale
fees had disappeared but some
restrictions on advertising still
applied which it concluded affected
competition adversely.
It also looked at restrictions
on methods of supply and
recommended that Multi
Disciplinary Partnerships be
permitted which it described as
the linking of professionals such
as solicitors and accountants but
did not appear to envisage external
ownership by those not subject to
professional standards.
At the time few realised what
a perfect storm would be unleashed
by the publication of that report.
In December 2004 Sir David
Clementi (an accountant) published
the ‘Report of the Review of the
Regulatory Framework for Legal
Services in England and Wales’.
This was the forerunner
of the Legal Services Act 2007
(LSA). This included setting up
of an overarching regulator, the
Legal Services Board (LSB), and
the establishment of independent
regulatory arms of professional
bodies. It was clear that the
profession was still intended to be
closely connected to the regulation
of the solicitors profession in that
it remained the approved regulator
and would have responsibility for
oversight. However there were to
be clear lines of separation and the
precise way in which that developed

would also be implemented by
the LSB which would put in place
internal governance rules.
In the event when the
internal governance rules were
introduced by the LSB in 2009
and later amended they were so
restrictive, certainly in the case of
the Law Society (TLS), that it was
impossible for TLS to exercise
meaningful oversight of the
Solicitors Regulation Authority
(SRA) and the LSB declined to
exercise that function itself.
In the years following
the LSA the market has been
opened up with the introduction
of Alternative Business Structures
- which can be wholly owned by
non-lawyers and indeed nonprofessionals - a long way from the
original concept but favoured as a
means of giving greater access to
legal services for consumers. Last
year the SRA began its reform of
the separate business rule enabling
solicitors to own businesses
offering legal services provided
they did not carry out reserved
activities or hold out as a solicitor
in respect of giving other types
of legal advice. The most recent
development has been the removal
of the requirement for ABSs or law
firms when seeking authorisation
to specify which reserved activity
they will undertake. This has now
lead to the rumour that many claims
farmers who fear the introduction of
stiffer regulation by the Ministry of
Justice will seek to be regulated as
ABSs by the SRA.
With this and other changes
it appears that under the guise
of tackling so called ‘unmet
need’ we face a fresh onslaught
of potential changes which
seem likely to end the concept
of a profession. The SRA plan
controversial changes to the way
in which solicitors are trained.
This has caused widespread
concern not least amongst the
City who fear the profession’s
international reputation will be

tarnished. The idea of a single
entrance examination is just one
aspect as the SRA appear agnostic
at best to the need for minimum
educational standards and in work
pre-admission training. If the SRA
deregulate it seems inevitable that
alternative structures will spring up
to fill the gap.
Then came two government
inspired announcements which are
likely to throw solicitors once again
into the melting pot.
First the Lord Chancellor
announced a consultation on
reform of legal regulation so that
the regulators would be structurally
separate from the bodies that
represent members. The paper is
due in the next few weeks and is
expected to canvass a single super
regulator of the sector though what
the scope of its powers might be
has not been trailed.
Then on the 30 November
2015 we received news from
the Treasury as they launched a
game-changing plan for families
and firms, a 25 page blueprint
called ‘A better deal: Boosting
competition to bring down bills for
families and firms’. It set out the
steps the government is planning
‘to secure rising living standards
and create competitive business
conditions for firms’. In amongst
plans to reduce the cost of school
uniforms and reduce the cost of
insurance were plans to change
legal services. The government
states that it ‘plans to further
reduce barriers so that it is easier
for alternative business structures,
such as supermarkets and estate
agents, to offer legal services such
as conveyancing, probate and
litigation in England and Wales’. It
will do this by making legal service
regulators independent from their
representative bodies.
On 13 January as the
successor to the OFT the
Competition and Markets Authority
(CMA) announced its Market Study
Notice in relation to the supply of
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legal services to individuals and
micro-businesses. The CMA says
it will examine ‘long-standing
concerns about the affordability
of legal services and standards of
service’ and will look at:
i. Consumer access issues
ii. Consumer protection
iii. The regulatory framework
– in relation to whether or not
it supports the previous two
issues or blocks new entrants,
creates complexity etc. This will
also include consideration of
Reserved Legal Activities.
Once again we and our
clients face significant upheaval
though we have yet to see any
evidence that the previous
reforms have had any beneficial
impact on clients.
There are many definitions
of what a profession is, Larson in
‘The Rise of Professionalism: A
Sociological Analysis’ stated that
a profession has a “professional
association, cognitive base,
institutionalised training, licensing,
work autonomy, colleague control...
(and) code of ethics” to which
Larson then also adds, “high
standards of professional and
intellectual excellence”.
Self –regulation has always
been seen as key. The Cambridge
English Dictionary defines a
profession as ‘any type of work that
needs special training or a particular
skill, often one that is respected
because it involves a high level of
education’. On any definition it
seems questionable whether the

law can survive as a profession.
Whilst we still remain a
profession there are a number of
issues we need to consider - do
we still want a professional body
to represent us? It is likely that
new legislation will remove the
right to compel membership and
to levy its members.
Do we want the power
to award the title of ‘solicitor’ to
remain with the regulator (the Bar
Standards Board has never had
that power – the award of the title
of barrister remains with the Inns
of Court) or should this be returned
to the body that represents the
members of the profession?
These are difficult times
and although there are a number
of possible scenarios the changes
could happen very rapidly. Despite
reports to the contrary the Law
Society Council has not reached
a final decision on what it hopes
the brave new world should look
like and the structures that should
inhabit it. There are nine separate
regulators of the specialist branches
of the legal profession and most
of those want to be set free –what
is there for them not to want about
that? They would have the power to
levy the ‘regulated community’ and
in the case of the SRA the promise
is that the annual PC would reduce.
It is hard to see who the
regulator would be accountable
to - certainly not the profession
and it would seem likely that if
an enhanced LSB regulated the
regulators ultimately accountability
would be to the government.

This would not play well on the
global stage on which City firms
are entirely dependent. It is not
beyond the bounds of possibility
that were this to happen City
firms may well look to be
regulated outside of England and
Wales in order to protect their
international reputation.
This ignores, of course,
the time honoured role of our
profession which is to maintain
public interest and the work
to support that in relation to
legislation and other committee
and policy work is paid for
through the Law Society. The
quantification of that benefit to
government and the public is a
debate that will need to be had
and the outcome is by no means
certain. The parliamentary history
on this is clear, as Lord Bassam of
Brighton said during the passage
of the Access to Justice Act 1999
(Solicitors’ Practising Certificates)
Order 2002, ‘I make it clear that
the Government believe that it
is right that a professional body
should be able to spend money
generated from compulsory
subscriptions on certain activities
only. However, by the same
context, the Government have no
wish whatever to stifle the many
useful functions in the public
interest which the Law Society
currently performs, and from
which both the public and the
Government benefit’.
Without the public interest
role the profession could become
a trade union though it is

questionable whether that would
in fact benefit either the members
or the public given the multifaceted
profession, it is hard to imagine a
trade union that appealed to both
the City and the sole practitioner
on the High Street and a pure
trade union is unlikely to enhance
the reputation of solicitors. The
Council of the Law Society has yet
to decide on a final view other than
it has agreed that it would want
the entry to the Roll returned to the
profession and is currently seeking
the views of the profession.
We certainly face further
legislation and a successor to
the Legal Services Act. Do you
have views as to whether given
the government determination
to separate regulation from
professional bodies the entry into
the profession should remain
in the hands of the regulator
or whether the current array of
alternative regulators should be
reduced to a single one?
As the Law Society
website makes clear the Law
Society had its origins in 1823
when eminent lawyers met to rid
society of the pettifoggers and
vipers that practised law. Their
aims were to raise the reputation
of the profession by setting
standards and ensuring good
practice. When I was admitted
in 1994, I worked hard to join
a respected profession. I want
to remain part of a profession
that is respected and free from
interference by government.
I would welcome your views.

Data Security: The Challenges
Compliance issues and concerns about
the security of client data are of paramount
importance. The legal profession needs to be
aware of the latest innovations to keep ahead of
threats that are on the increase. Cloud computing
and web hosting tools will assist in keeping data
more safe and secure.
When cloud computing is discussed
in the legal sector, the usual concerns about
security and privacy are amplified hugely. A
firm could absolutely use cloud-based practice
management storage such as our “Cloud Sync”
solution, but should they? Is operating a legal
practice over the web secure enough? When
looking at cloud-basing software, consideration
should be given to the entire ICT environment
through a combination of infrastructure (servers
and software) together with the desktops
themselves. Then multi-factor authentication and
context aware security could be added to monitor

and lock down your environment, thus keeping it
essentially private.
Another challenge is the handling of
electronic documents that contain sensitive
and confidential information. Physical paper is
often easier to track and more secure because
there is a modicum of effort to make copies, but
with electronic data it is all too easy for copies to
spread. Traditional file servers are just not suited
to providing a high level of version control,
access tracking and auditing that the legal
sector requires.
Easy Internet Solutions Ltd understands
all the challenges that the legal sector faces
when it comes to getting online and they
have been making the internet easy for legal
businesses for over 16 years. From web hosting
to domain name registration, cloud storage,
online security and more, FVS Hosting can
help put your legal business out into the digital

landscape, safe in the knowledge that your
data is secure and held completely in the UK on
their own servers based in Bournemouth giving
complete peace of mind and knowledge that
your website and any confidential client data that
you have is stored safely and securely.
To celebrate becoming a Patron of the LLS,
members are offered a “Cloud Sync” unlimited
cloud storage solution (RRP £69.99) which
allows them to backup an unlimited number of
computers and comes with advanced levels of
synchronisation. In addition, a free migration
service and free domain privacy is available when
members sign up to a business hosting package.
See https://www.freevirtualservers.com/
business-web-hosting for more details and write
“LEGAL OFFER” in the comments box when you
sign up.
Mark Esho
www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk
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Joseph Harris who was he?
David & Christl Hughes investigate...

In the graveyard of St Mary de Castro church
there stands a large and very old chestnut tree
guarding the tomb of William Harris buried in
1790. His son and grandson, Joseph Harris, the
first President of Leicestershire Law Society, is
buried with him.
The tomb inscription states that
our Founder was born in 1797 and died in
1882. We know from the archive Book of
Proceedings that although he attended the
inaugural gathering of the Society at the Bell
Hotel on 27 November 1860 he did not appear
at a Committee meeting again. So what did
he do? The answer is that Joseph Harris was
heavily occupied elsewhere, in property and in
charity work. A retrospect of his activities will
indicate why he was so little involved in the
activities of the Law Society which he almost
certainly was invited to launch because of his
high profile in local affairs. At 62 Harris was a
highly suitable “figurehead” for the fledgling
organisation, but he was far too busy to be
any more than that.
The Harris family originated from
Worthington, Leicestershire, and moved to
Leicester in about 1750. They clearly had
money and Joseph is recorded in the London
Gazette as an Attorney in Leicester in 1827
in connection with the administration of a
bankruptcy. His practice was situated in the
Haymarket. He was well off enough to marry
in 1828, and his bride was Eliza Gibson of
Thrussington. Sadly she died in 1837 and
www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk

Joseph never remarried, even though he had a
young family.
Perhaps to escape his grief following
his wife’s early death, Joseph Harris appears
to have thrown himself into his work,
and he prospered accordingly. In 1835 he
is recorded as being an elector for the
Southern Division of Derbyshire even though
he lived in Leicester. Thus he must have
satisfied the property qualification to vote in
another county. He had become a Land Tax
Commissioner for Leicester in 1836, and in
1843 he had purchased Westcotes, a William
and Mary House on the west bank of the River
Soar. Westcotes had been a dwelling in the
possession of the Ruding family from 1558 to
1821. It was then sold to another well known
local solicitor, Thomas Freer, and it was his
son who sold the house and its surrounding
estate to Joseph Harris.

Harris must indeed have been a
wealthy man to afford such an extensive
home, but that house and estate were not the
entire extent of his land holdings. In 1846 he
received compensation for having to vacate
premises consequent on the building of the
Leicester and Swannington Railway, so he
must by then have been the owner of an
extensive property portfolio. As late as 1873
he was recorded as owning land at Upper
Kent Street in Leicester, and, as the account
of his Will below indicates, that was only one
of his many landed holdings.
Harris was by the 1840’s a prominent
local townsman. In 1848 he was elected as
Churchwarden for St Mary-de-Castro, and
that reflects his strong connection to the
Church of England. In 1857 he gave £100
towards St Mary’s Parochial Schools and
had invited pupils from those schools to the
grounds of his house in 1853. Between 1860
and 1863 he was a member and Treasurer

of the Society for the employment of Lay
Agents as Assistants to the Clergy for the
Archdeaconry of Leicester, and in 1867 he
was on the Committee of the Army Scripture
Readers and Soldiers` Friends Society. Having
chaired a meeting of the local branch of
the Church Missionary Society in 1863, he
became Treasurer of that organisation in 1868.
In 1863 he also presided over a meeting of the
Irish Church Mission, in 1865 he gave £500
for a church extension and in 1871 he was a
member of the Church Building Society for the
town and county of Leicester.
Between 1850 and 1868 Joseph
was one of the “visitors” of what was then
Leicester Infirmary, in effect being part of the
Board of Management of the Hospital. He
also served as one of the “Guardians of the
Poor” for Leicester (the forerunners of the
current Social Security system) whereby it
was the responsibility of local “Guardians” to
raise rates to support those “seeking relief”
from local “Unions” of parishes. He gave up
this task in 1860 (to found Leicestershire
Law Society perhaps) but was once again
nominated for office in 1861. He is recorded
as having given a “Christmas Treat” to those
in the Leicester Workhouse. In 1874 and 1875
he gave a load of coals to the Leicester Infant
Orphan Asylum and similarly gave coals in
1877, 1879 and 1880 to the Leicester Board of
Guardians, having previously donated to local
charitable appeals in 1874 and 1877.
Joseph was involved in other local civic
activities, giving money in 1867 to substitute
gates for stiles across country footpaths
in the vicinity of Leicester, and in the same
year he became Treasurer of the Leicester
Operative Conservative Society.
All the above said, Joseph Harris
should probably be best remembered for
his considerable achievements with regard
to primary education. In 1863 he met the
entire cost of building Westcotes School,
which was situated near his home, and in
1873 he donated £50 towards the building
of Countesthorpe National (ie Church of
England) School premises since extended
but still in use today as a day nursery. In 1879
he offered to let Westcotes School to the
Leicester School Board provided they agreed
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to its use on Sundays for church purposes.
Joseph Harris was thus involved
in numerous local worthy endeavours
throughout his life. His death certificate
describes him as a “gentleman”, an indication
that he had considerable personal wealth, and
the cause of his death on 21st February 1882
is given as “old age and decay of nature”. He
was 84. At the time of his death his domestic
staff included a housekeeper, cook, two
housemaids, a kitchen maid and a coachman.

In his Will Joseph details his
mansion and other lands, tenements
and cottages in Westcotes and what
was still then known by its ancient name
of Bromkingsthorpe (now Braunstone
Gate) to the west of the River Soar. There
was also land along the “turnpike” road

to Narborough. The Will mentions lands
and properties in St Margaret’s parish,
at Evington, Countesthorpe, Barsby, and
Markfield, on the High Street in Leicester,
in the parishes of St Martin and All Saints,
at Humberstone, Melbourne and Kings
Newton in Derbyshire, in Radnorshire, and
at Halstead in Leicestershire. Amongst the
personalty there was an organ, portraits,
pictures, furniture plate, and linen. Most of
the foregoing was left to his children, but
he also provided for annuities to be paid
to some of his household servants and for
legacies to be paid to his clerks, suggesting
that he still maintained his legal practice
right until the end of his life. The value of the
estate for probate was £37, 178-18s-6d. - in
modern terms around £3.5m.
Our first President lived at a time
when entry to the legal profession was still
restricted to the wealthy few, and those
who made it “in” could grow even richer.
He came from a family which clearly had
wealth in the form of land holdings and it
is obvious he assiduously added to those
holdings throughout his life. He became one
of Leicester’s most prominent citizens and

played a leading role in the life of what then
became the Borough of Leicester. He took on
public offices because that was expected of
a respectable professional man. He took his
religious duties equally seriously, and played
a major part in reviving church life in the
town and county of Leicester by encouraging
church building. He never forgot the poor
and their afflictions and was a pioneer of
primary education.
Joseph Harris may not have done
much for Leicester Law Society as it then
was, apart from being a highly prestigious
person to hold the office of first President,
but he did a vast amount for other people
and institutions; we should treasure and
revere his memory and the part he played in
our local community.

Legal aid cuts reversed
On 28th January 2016
the Justice Secretary
Michael Gove backed
down in the face of
legal action by various
solicitors’ firms and
scrapped the two tier
system for Legal Aid.
Under Ministry of Justice (MOJ) proposals
there was to be a first tier open to any firm
that met certain basic criteria and this allows
solicitors to undertake Legal Aid work for
their own clients and represent them at Police
Stations, Magistrates Courts and the Crown
Court. The second proposed tier was for
undertaking Duty Solicitor work. This was the
subject of a tendering process with the number
of contracts in each area being extremely
limited and which would have reduced the
number of eligible firms from approximately
1600 to 530 nationwide. In Leicestershire
there would have been just four first eligible
to undertake the work. In readiness for this
process the MOJ imposed two fee cuts of
8.75% of Legal Aid fees this being from the
20th March 2014 and the next one from the 1st
July 2015. These cuts were imposed despite
independent evidence that most firms prior to
the cuts were running on a 5% profit margin
or less.
Months of uncertainty followed for
criminal Legal Aid firms up and down the

Country. The tendering process was far
from straight forward and many firms spent
hundreds of fee earning hours deciding on the
viability and strategy for the new proposals.
The tender documentation was complicated
and convoluted and was repeatedly tweaked
by the Legal Aid Agency during the process.
Throughout this period dire warnings
were given of potential advice deserts and
lack of client choice. Nevertheless the MOJ
ploughed ahead with the proposals. It came
as no surprise that many firms, not happy in
their applications being unsuccessful, brought
proceedings against the MOJ once the details
of the successful bidders for the second tier
had been announced. There were rumours
of applications being wrongly assessed and
also that the persons marking the tender
applications were not given enough guidance
or training and were totally inexperienced
dealing with such complicated application
forms and criteria. Then just as the MOJ had
done with the last tendering process pulled
the plug and abandoned the two tier system
at the last minute..
Despite what media coverage may
have said it was not barristers striking that
forced the MOJ’s hand but pressure from
solicitors; in particular over the vetting
process for the Duty Solicitor contract
applications. Following months and months
of uncertainty, worry and stress, solicitors are

now thrown the sop by Mr Gove of reversing
the last pay cut from the end of March.
It was always obvious to everyone
save for the MOJ that the savings required
by The Treasury had already been met by
the downturn in criminal cases and therefore
there was no financial reason for introducing
the two tier system. Instead firms have spent
tens of thousands of pounds preparing bids,
acquiring new offices and staff and were then
left to pick up the pieces. The challenges
brought by various firms over the procurement
process are still to be resolved. The Labour
opposition have referred to the policy as a
fiasco and it is estimated that cost to the tax
payer is in excess of £140,000,000. It is not
clear where this sits with the MOJ trying to
save tax payers money.
Criminal practitioners now live in
fear as to what will be the next policy to
emanate from the MOJ. Consultation with
professionals has been mentioned but
nobody will be holding their breath. In the
meantime those firms that have survived the
last 18 months will have to see if they can
continue and try to provide a quality service to
their clients despite the attempts by the MOJ
to put them out of business.
Duncan Jefferson
Partner
Bray & Bray
www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk
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Leicestershire Law
Society
in association with

AWARDS

Reception drinks by

2016

Entertainment sponsored by
Food by

Leicestershire Law Society is holding their annual awards dinner on
Friday 13 May 2016.
The event brings together the legal community and other business
professionals and allows LLS to give recognition to legal individuals
in Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland who stand out as outstanding
ambassadors for the industry.
The awards dinner involves an evening of dining, dancing and
networking for the awards nominees and their peers; however this year there
is a “twist”. The theme for the evening is Strictly Phantom; a combination of
the famous television dancing competition and the West End musical.
During the awards dinner there will be showcase performance of
Ballroom and Latin dancing and like the TV show, all of the performers are
completely new to dancing. Ten volunteers from the members and patrons
of LLS are currently in training to be developed from novice to dancer so
they can dazzle the audience with their showcase performance.
The dancing event is being organized by LLS member Catherine

Junior Lawyer of the Year

Leong from Lime, the personal injury division of Shakespeare Martineau.
The dancers are under the guidance of an excellent team of
professional dancers headed by Emma Pettitt, founder of Academy No1,
Dance Centre of Excellence. They have been training since January in
Ballroom, Latin, Tango, Mambo, Jive and Swing to get ready for their big
performance.
The 10 participants include Russell Hobbs from No5 Chambers. He
said “I will be delighted to take part. I’m looking forward to the event.”
Another keen dancer, Angela Titley-Vial, of Rich & Carr said “I really
want to do this – I’m addicted to dancing.”
This year’s judges are David Simms, publisher and managing director
of the Leicester Mercury, David Monk, of New Walk Chambers, Steve Evans,
from the University of Leicester, Sheree Peaple, from De Montfort University’s
Law School and District Judge Vera Stamenkovich.

Chambers of the Year

sponsored by University of Leicester

sponsored by Finance Lab

Richard Fitzmaurice - Freeth Cartwright LLP
Trisha Parmar - Emery Johnson Astills

KCH Garden Square
36 Bedford Row

Solicitor of the Year

LArge Law Firm of the Year

sponsored by 36 Bedford Row

sponsored by De Montfort University

Bushra Ali - Bushra Ali Solicitors
Zoe Lee - Cartwright King

Cartwright King Solicitors
Weightmans LLP

BARRISTER of the Year
Sally Barnet - 2 New Street Chambers
Rebecca Herbert - 36 Bedford Row
Jane Adams - Ropewalk Chambers

Trainee/ Paralegal of the Year
Sharon Percival - Emery Johnson Astills
Amy Roberts Morrow - Weightmans LLP

www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk

Small Law Firm of the Year

sponsored by Severn Trent Searches
Bushra Ali Solicitors
Cummins Solicitors
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Getting the best from your
engineering expert in NoiseInduced Hearing Loss Claims
RHMA
specialises in
expert witness
services and
have a long
standing
record in
the field of
noise-induced
hearing loss (NIHL). We share these
tips, based on RHMA’s experience
of preparing around 8,000 expert
engineering witness reports over the
last 25 years.
The Jackson reforms and
record levels of NIHL claims put
pressure on lawyers and experts alike.
There is a greater need for focused
and proportional reports which are
readily understandable.
In a NIHL claim, the Claimant
has to demonstrate causation so
prove hearing loss, with characteristics
of noise damage (medical evidence)
and s/he must have sufficient
unprotected lifetime exposure to noise
(engineering evidence).
The Claimant needs to
demonstrate negligence and/or
breach of statutory duty. It must

www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk

be borne in mind that exposure
above relevant levels does not
necessarily demonstrate breach
of duty or negligence, and that the
Defendant must also have failed to
take appropriate measures to control
exposure and risk.
The Expert’s Instructions
Ideally instructions should cover:
» The Claimant’s likely daily personal
noise exposure level (LEP,d) with the
Defendant.
» Comparison with the relevant
guidance and/or legislation in place
at the time. (not “actionable level” or
“negligent threshold”).
» The Defendant’s actions in the
context of the relevant guidance and/
or legislation.
» Lifetime exposure (noise emission
level), this considers all potential
exposures.
These instructions should result
in a satisfactory report. Inclusion of ‘Any
other matter which the Expert considers
to be pertinent’ provides some flexibility
and allows the Expert to use their
experience to add value to the report.

Information Required
There is always uncertainty
associated with the assessment of
historical exposure; good evidence
helps to reduce this. The Expert
requires information in witness
statements and disclosure about:
• The work being carried out by or
very near the Claimant, how much
and how often? (explain unusual
terms for processes or tools);
• Noise sources and how/when/
how long was the exposure?
• Any actions taken by the
Defendant to reduce exposure
e.g. provision of hearing
protection or training.
Where information is
disputed, the Expert will provide
alternative assessments based on
each party’s evidence.
Information NOT required
• The Claimant’s general medical
records
• Huge disclosures of unsorted
records or personnel documents;
where the disclosure is extensive,
witness evidence should identify

the important documents and
explain why they are relevant.
Noise Surveys
Noise surveys and
assessments are invaluable; if no
noise survey reports exist for the
relevant period any report is often
better than nothing.
Heavily redacted survey
reports are unhelpful. It is useful to
disclose as much of the survey report
as possible, particularly appendices
(which often contain the data), factory
maps and any text on methodology
(which helps the Expert form a view
on reliability).
Conclusion
Careful consideration of the
instructions given to Experts, along
with concise and relevant information
will help them to provide the Court
with a clear assessment of the issues
and minimise uncertainties inherent
in all historic claims.
Dr Sarah Haynes & David Powell;
Senior Consultants
with RHMA
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The Challenge for University
Law Schools
The current climate is particularly challenging for University Law Schools.
The government’s policy on tuition fees coupled with its policy on controlling
student numbers makes recruitment of good quality students an issue for
many law schools. In addition the emphasis on A-level grades as a criterion
for opening admissions (this year there was a free for all on those students
with AAB, next year it is suggested the free from all extends to ABB students)
means that entry is becoming progressively more difficult for those nontypical
students who may well be able to benefit from the opportunities offered.
Allied to this and increasing the challenge (or increasing the
opportunities), is the fact that the Legal Education Training Review is due
to report next year which may well bring in a whole new framework for
qualification and post-qualification training. As yet there is little indication
as to the way the review will jump but it is expected that the changes will be
extensive.
This means that in the near future it is going to be essential that to
remain successful law schools are going to have to change the structure of
the courses and the way that they deliver them. This means a reimagining of
the law school to ensure that it delivers an education which is both relevant
to the needs of its major end-user i.e. the legal profession but yet retains
sufficient flexibility for students who do not intend to practice as lawyers
(around 50% of the typical intake).
Increasingly employers are looking to the work experience of
students as a way of differentiating between applicants for training contracts.

Whilst most providers will use case studies within the professional routes,
the case for clinical legal education is becoming irresistible.
To that end at Huddersfield we opened a law clinic, staffed by
students, in January 2013. This differs from many other offerings in that not
only do students gain hands-on experience of dealing with clients and their
problems but in addition they are also part of a major research project which
studies the psychology of learning within that clinical environment. This is
being supported by a joint research grant shared between the Law School
and the Department of Psychology. The clinic concentrates on the unmet
legal need within the local area and refers cases on to a network of local
firms when appropriate.
Dealing with the postgraduate needs of the practitioner, we developed
an MBA in Legal Practice in 2013 which is structured specifically to the
needs of partners and those aspiring to manage legal firms. This is delivered
in conjunction with the Management, Accountancy and Marketing streams
within the Business School. With its flexible delivery channels and closely
relevant content it has proved extremely attractive to current practitioners.
We are however in a very fluid situation successful law school will
need to be flexible and able to respond fast to a changing environment and
the changing needs of the profession and the student.
Sean Curley
PgDip(Law), LL.M, FHEA

www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk
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Changing behaviour
in the information age
Recently, I was lucky enough to attend a Legal
IT conference having been invited to sit on
a panel that included Pinsent Masons LLP
and Addleshaw Goddard LLP. Much of the
conversation was focused on how technology
can be used to improve client relationships.
Amongst the many interesting insights,
there were a few key points that clearly
resonated with the audience, one of which was
the issue of having to remember various logins
for multiple websites that lawyers use every day.
This raised a knowing chuckle amongst the
audience who clearly identified with the problem
of not having one central hub to access all their
online processes. So why did the audience find
this amusing?
Well, it’s due to our attitudes changing
over the years, bringing new expectations. I
believe that now, more than ever, people are
conscious of which technologies are creating
efficiencies and making their day to day lives
easier and which are not. Nowadays technology
has become completely embedded into society
in a variety of ways, and we now expect to be
able to use technology in every aspect of our

www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk

lives – personally, socially and professionally.
We are also more astutely aware of those
technologies which we genuinely enjoy using
in our personal lives, thus, it is only natural that
we would come to expect a similar standard
of this convenience in our professional lives
too. Particularly with the advent of the internet,
it is clear that our attitudes and expectations
are continuously evolving with regards to
technological change and that there will
continue to be an increasing overlap between
our professional and personal worlds.
In my opinion, one of the biggest
changes to behaviour over the last 20 years
has been the result of technology changes. We
have come to expect ‘instant gratification’, or our
need for everything to be easier, faster, flexible,
and efficient, and to be at our fingertips. Some
may argue that technology has turned humans
into a lazy, lethargic species, however, I would
counter that it is simply a shift in attitude, in that
we now know there are smarter ways to achieve
our goals, whether that’s at home or at work.
It used to be that we had to learn to
adapt to technology, but today, technology is

built to adapt to us. You will find it permeates
our lives everywhere you look– just think
smart thermostats that conserve energy,
online shopping sites that tell you what other
products you may ‘also like’, navigating a
foreign city using Google maps, or even setting
up automatic payments through online banking.
So why wouldn’t we naturally expect this in
our working lives too? We now co-exist with
technology and going forward, we must adapt
together to ensure a smooth evolvement and
optimal efficiencies. Once this co-existence
is noted and implemented in professional
environments, the results will show why
employing intuitive technology in the workplace
is so essential.
This is why I believe that conveyancers
must also evolve with technology, and that
those in management must focus on satisfying
the needs of those at the coalface to make their
work lives easier and get staff working smarter,
not harder.
Scott Bozinis
CEO, InfoTrack
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Should rapists gain
parental responsibility?
The ITV programme Loose Women faced

cal fatherhood may need to be proven by

the mother, makes a statutory declara-

although some women may suffer the

a backlash last September from a poll

use of a DNA test. In the latter instance

tion of parentage or gains a court order to

trauma of the abortion longer than the

entitled “is it ever a woman’s fault if she is

women may sometimes choose not to

that effect. There is nothing in UK law to

trauma of the rape according to US evi-

raped?” The viewers’ response to the poll

report the event and to have a DNA test to

prevent him doing so. This means that a

dence (Bitar 2010). Fears of social rejection

was 88% “no” and the help centre Rape

first see if the biological father is in fact their

victim could be in a position where she has

may also influence the mother’s decision

Crisis unequivocally responded that rape

boyfriend or husband.

to consider and/or accede to the wishes

and may also have a negative effect on

of the man who raped her when raising

the way people treat the child if they were

is the fault of the rapist, no matter what the

The moral reaction among our staff

situation. This poll followed comments

was clear, the man should not be allowed

the child and it is the continual involve-

to know of the circumstances of how the

made in the Sunday Times by the Pretend-

to have anything to do with the baby, the

ment and reminders through contact with

child was conceived.

ers singer Chrissie Hynde, who said that

mother or her other family members. How-

this man that may have lasting emotional

victims have to “take responsibility”.

ever, the man may wish to play a part in

effects on the mother.
In the US there is much state by

The right to Parental Responsibility
is a fundamental right for a biological father
but should not be considered absolute. In

As a paternity testing company

the upbringing of the child. It may also be

who deals with the issues surrounding

that his family, such as the child’s paternal

state case law regarding this issue and thir-

our opinion, there are wider psychological

Parental Responsibility and on occasion

grandparents may also wish to have a role.

ty one states have adopted legislation to

issues that must also be considered.

has been required to help victims of this

It may be that the mother cannot properly

restrict the parental rights of rapists, which

crime, the programme sparked a complex

care for the child and that despite the crime

includes a) allowing the mother to place

Bitar, K. (2010).

internal debate: The question posed was, “if

or alleged crime, the biological father can

the child for adoption without the consent

The Parental Rights of Rapists.

a child is born as a result of a rape situation,

provide a stable family environment. Does

of the father, b) limitation of visitation rights,

DUKE JOURNAL OF GENDER LAW &

should the biological father be able to

he now have any right to be involved with

c) limitation of visitation and custody and d)

POLICY, 19, 275–302.

claim any parental rights”?

the child?

termination of all parental rights. However,

In general, the UK courts take the

in all but 5 states these restrictions are

Ms Kate Donkin (Psychology Intern)

mother may keep the rape conceived child,

view that each child has the right to know

dependent upon a conviction which in

and Dr Neil Sullivan,

abort the pregnancy or place for adoption,

his/her biological father and the manner of

itself creates an issue; most rape cases in

General Manager, dadcheck.

ii) there may or may not be a conviction for

the conception is not taken into account.

the US do not result in conviction.

The complications are that; i) the

In the case of rape conception,

dadcheckgold.com

rape (due to genuine innocence or lack of

It may well be that a convicted rapist may

evidence – which does not in itself imply

be able to claim Parental Responsibility for

a woman may feel pressured to relieve

sales@dadcheckgold

unquestionable innocence) and iii) biologi-

a child if he was/is for example married to

herself from all reminders of the incident,

0191 543 6334
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JEFFREY C. ROSENTHAL

FCIArb FCCA MAE
•
CHARTERED ARBITRATOR
CHARTERED CERTIFIED ACCOUNTANT
ACCREDITED MEDIATOR

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION
& EXPERT SERVICES
Hamilton Office Park
31 High View Close Leicester LE4 9LJ
Tel: 0116 241 4316
Fax: 0870 762 1639
Mobile : 07850 359 580
E-Mail: jrosenthal@btinternet.com
www.JeffreyRosenthal.com

Using Alternative
Dispute Resolution for
Commercial Disputes
Alternative Dispute Resolution encompasses resolving
disputes by Arbitration or Expert Determination, or
encouraging the parties to settle by Mediation. These
processes are encouraged by the Courts, and are
sometimes referred to as Private Dispute Resolution
because of the privacy and confidentiality provided to
the parties.
With my background as an accountant and adviser to
numerous SMEs, and many years’ experience in dispute
resolution, I can provide these services to resolve
commercial disputes. I can also offer a hybrid of Med/Arb
which starts as a Mediation and evolves into Arbitration if
the parties are unable to settle. This is very cost-effective as
there is no need to find a second neutral appointee.
As you will see from my advertisement, I am a Chartered
Certified Accountant, Chartered Arbitrator, Member of the
Academy of Experts and a CEDR Accredited Mediator.
Jeffrey C Rosenthal
FCCA, FCIArb, MAE
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376 London Road, Stoneygate, Leicester LE2 2PN
www.thestoneygateeyehospital.co.uk
Tel: 0116 270 8033
Fax: 0116 2709186

The
Stoneygate
Eye Hospital

your

EYE
surgery
specialists

The Stoneygate EYE HOSPITAL
The Stoneygate Eye Hospital is a modern, purpose-built, private, state of the art eye surgical centre,
designed to provide a very personal and individual experience. As a dedicated eye centre, we only focus
on eye diseases and their treatments.

The East Midland’s FIRST
and ONLY private and
dedicated eye surgery
centre, run by University
Hospitals of Leicester
based consultant eye
surgeons.

The Hospital is in the heart of Stoneygate with plenty of dedicated parking facilities. In addition to being
primarily an eye hospital, it also offers cosmetic eyelid surgery and other associated treatments provided by
leading and experienced specialists and consultants.
Vision
To be the Centre of Excellence for Eye Care in the East Midlands providing urgent care, routine clinical care,
investigations and day care surgical procedures for various eye conditions.

Mission Statement
To offer a very high quality service at the only dedicated Eye Surgical Centre in the East Midlands for insured patients
and at affordable prices for self-pay patients. Local teaching hospital eye consultants will be using the most advanced
equipment in the region to provide clinical investigations and surgical procedures to exceptional standards.

The Stoneygate Eye Hospital is recognised by all major health insurance providers.

www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk
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Drainage and Water
Are you getting the full picture?
When considering a property, home buyers don’t usually give the highest priority to drainage
assets and water pipes. Hidden below ground and out of sight, it’s really easy to overlook
their importance. A property’s value, title and maintenance costs, however, can be directly
and in some cases, adversely, impacted by issues relating to these assets.
Geodesys offers the CON29DW for all properties in England and Wales, so we are well aware of the costly oversights that could
have been identified, had purchasers used a CON29DW search instead of alternative water and drainage searches, commonly
known as Personal or Regulated Drainage and Water Searches.
CON29DW: setting the standard
The Law Society introduced the CON29DW to provide a nationally uniform approach to the provision of property-specific water and drainage
information. With 23 standard questions it is the only drainage and water search mentioned by the Law Society in its handbook and is supported by a
robust and underwritten guarantee that protects home purchasers and their legal advisor(s).
CON29DW: key benefits
4 Unlimited liability on residential property transactions
4 Updated as soon as drainage and water legislation changes
4 Regular legislation and product updates keep users up to date with improvements and legislation changes
4 Monitored by the Drainage and Water Searches Network alongside The Law Society
4 Swift turnaround – Personal Searches can take up to five days longer!
4 Drainage and water expertise provided at no extra cost to investigate issues arising from a CON29DW, both pre- and post-sale
Should I choose a CON29DW or a Personal Search?

Can your clients afford the cost, time and disruption to deal with drainage and water issues? Personal Searches do not tend to
include answers to all 23 of The Law Society questions, and instead offer insurance to cover unanswered questions. As issues
only tend to come to light once the buyer has moved in, the new owner then has all the difficulties of dealing with the problem
retrospectively.
In contrast to other drainage and water searches, choosing the CON29DW gives the FULL picture. You have all the facts up-front
ensuring that transactions can proceed in the full knowledge that any risks have been properly identified.

What’s the risk?
A CON29DW search indicated that the property was connected to the public sewer.
In reality, there was no sewer connection and sewage drained into an old septic
tank. This was only discovered when the tank backed up causing nasty leakage
into the homeowner’s garden! Resolving the issue and connection to the public
sewer would have cost the owner around £10,000.
Fortunately, the underwritten guarantee on the CON29DW meant that Geodesys
arranged and paid for connection to the public sewer, as well as removal of the old
tank and waste, and re-landscaping of the garden.
If you are not ordering a CON29DW on behalf of your clients, we strongly advise
you to check the level of liability provided by your search provider and how their
insurance works regarding unanswered questions in the search.

Would you want an overflowing septic tank
in your garden?

Call in the Geodesys experts!
At Geodesys, our internal experts are dedicated to producing the most accurate picture they can for you and your clients. If
questions regarding the location of assets are raised either during our checking process or after you receive the search, we do our
utmost to find out what’s really going on, including visits to the property.

Geodesys offers the CON29DW throughout England and Wales, turn around over 95% of
CON29DW searches within three days and offer in-house training/CPD on drainage and water.
For more information contact Paul Smith, Geodesys Client Account Executive on
07764 987259 or paul.smith@geodesys.com and start getting the full picture!
www.geodesys.com/con29dw
www.leicestershirelawsociety.org.uk
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QB Master: Costs budgeting
is starting to work
Costs budgeting is starting to work
in clinical negligence, a Queen’s
Bench Master has declared as he
expressed his doubts about the
expansion of fixed fees.
Master Cook also said claims of
more than £50,000 that could not
be classified as lower value and
before extending fixed costs beyond
that figure, “the current costs regime
should be reviewed and its effects
should be subject to proper scrutiny
and research”.
He added: “The inevitable conclusion
to be drawn is that there is now a
very strong momentum, perhaps
an irresistible momentum, towards
the introduction of fixed costs in
civil claims. But, in my view, change
should not be driven on the basis of
out of date statistics and the shortterm financial interest of the NHS.”
His speech to a seminar at 7 Bedford
Row in London came almost
exactly a year after another lecture
at the chambers in which he had
expressed concern about the burden
of budgeting in clinical negligence
cases.
With a backlog building up, costs
budgeting was temporarily disapplied
last year for clinical negligence
cases and Master Cook said that,
following the appointment of one
extra full-time master and four deputy
masters, it has resumed from this
week, with waiting times for first case
management hearings “reduced to a
few months”.
He continued: “The experience of the
clinical negligence masters is that
there are now signs that parties are
adapting to the costs management
process. We are seeing a significant
increase in the number of cases
where budgets are agreed or where a
number of the phases are agreed.”
“By requiring the parties to focus
on the total budget per phase and
requiring cash offers to be made
where agreement cannot be reached,
the arguments are more focused.
This leads to shorter hearings and
enables more efficient use of court
resources.”
However, there were also “some
unwelcome signs”, such as an
increase in the number of litigants in
person and of non-specialist firms
attempting to move into the clinical
negligence field, adding to the costs
of the process.
Master Cook noted that the
Department of Health consultation on
clinical negligence fixed costs, which
was initially due last autumn, has still

not been published even though the
planned implementation date of 1
October 2016 remains unaltered.
“It must also be worthy of note
that the case for fixed fees was
presented to the [Civil Procedure]
Rule Committee by Mr Masterson
of the commercial division of the
Department of Health.”
“I would suggest that such a state
of affairs is profoundly worrying and
does nothing to instill confidence in
the proposals. What I find particularly
concerning is how the NHSLA’s
concern over disproportionate costs
in ‘lower value claims’, that is claims
valued up to £25,000, has morphed
into a proposal to fix costs in cases
up to £250,000.”
The process of running a clinical
negligence cases “has a cost which
means that establishing a low-value
claim will always proportionally higher
than a more substantial claim. I would
certainly be slow to describe a claim
worth £50,000 to £100,000 a lowvalue claim”.
This applied also to Lord Justice
Jackson’s recent call for the
widespread adoption of fixed costs,
although he agreed with Sir Rupert
that introducing fixed costs for clinical
negligence on their own would lead
to unhelpful “Balkanisation”.
He concluded: “My own view is that, if
this change is to come about, it must
apply to all civil litigation; it must be
gradual; we must start by extending
the low-value part 45 scheme to
all claims including the fast-track;
there should be gradual extensions
of fixed costs from £25,000 to
£50,000 to say £150,000 and
such extensions should be made
in the light of experience; suitable
uplifts must be agreed for difficult
and complex claims such as clinical
negligence, possibly in conjunction
with some form accreditation
scheme; alternatively, there must
be some flexibility in rates (judicially
controlled for difficult and complex
cases); and there must be a robust
and predicable mechanism to update
rates paid to lawyers linked to actual
costs in the real world…”
“In my opinion, a period of calm is
called for before more radical change.
We do not have a system of justice
that is worthy of the name unless
people can get effective redress.”
An NHS Litigation Authority
spokesman said: “We would agree
entirely with Master Cook with
respect to his comments on the entry
of non-specialists into the clinical

negligence market and the difficulties
this creates in the resolution of
claims.”
“It is important that injured patients
obtain access to justice at reasonable
cost and that excessive costs are

challenged appropriately in order
to preserve NHS resources for
patient care. This is why we have
drawn attention to clear evidence of
disproportionate costs being claimed,
particularly on lower-value cases.”

Elizabeth J. Soilleux
MA, MB, BChir, PhD, FRCPath

Consultant Pathologist
Experienced Cambridge and Oxford-trained consultant pathologist
with particular interests in haematopathology (lymphomas, leukaemias),
cardiovascular pathology & autopsy pathology.
Expert Witness Certificate (Civil Law), Bond Solon / Cardiff University
• Biopsy Pathology (esp Lymphoma & Leukaemia)
• Autopsy Pathology (esp Cardiovascular Pathology)
• Professional Conduct (GMC work undertaken)
Dept. of Cellular Pathology, John Radcliffe Hospital,
Oxford OX3 9DU
Tel: 07798 643879 Email: lizsoilleux@gmail.com
www.expertwitnesspathologist.co.uk
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A Fighting Chance (Part 2)
A continuation of the discussion as to whether or not kinship carers (otherwise known as connected persons) are afforded proper access to
justice in public law proceedings.
Part 1 of this article focused
on the scenario faced
by many kinship carers
who wish to challenge
negative assessments in
care proceedings. This part
of the discussion can be
found on the Northampton Chambers website
(www.northampton-chambers.co.uk). That part
of the article concluded that these prospective
carers are often faced with the daunting task
of challenging the conclusions of a negative
assessment without legal assistance, as a
litigant in person, or having to privately fund
legal advice and legal representation. Such a
situation, more often than not, results in these
individuals withdrawing from the process. I
then posed questions as to the impact this
situation has on the rights of the child and these
prospective carers, which I seek to explore within
this part of the article.
There are two sets of rights that are
impacted upon by the scenario set out above;
the individual’s right to a private and family
life and also the kinship carer’s right to access
to justice. First, it is well established that an
individual living within England and Wales is
entitled to a family life as enshrined within
Article 8 of the European Convention on Human
Rights. This includes their right to be raised
within their natural family. Secondly, the right of
effective access to court has been recognized

as a fundamental human right by the common
law, the European Convention on Human Rights
and other global human rights treaties to which
England and Wales are parties. Access to legal
advice is implicit in the right of access to justice.
In public law proceedings the IVA,
which is generally determinative of the kinship
carer’s involvement, is usually undertaken by
a social worker in the employ of the relevant
local authority and not by an independent
social worker. This assessment cannot be
described as thorough and, if negative, can
rule a potential carer out of proceedings
unless its conclusion is challenged. This
represents an interference with the right to a
family life of the child and the kinship carer.
Some might argue that such interference is
necessary on the basis of the local authority’s
assessment determining that concerns for the
child’s safety and future wellbeing justify the
ruling out of the prospective kinship carer. It is
also likely to be argued that this interference
is proportionate, given that there has been an
assessment undertaken and the prospective
carer has the opportunity to challenge that
evidence in the course of proceedings.
However, these individuals are only generally
entitled to public funding for advice and
representation if the IVA is positive. The local
authority’s decision thus rules them out of
being a carer and ultimately determines their
ability to ably challenge their decision.

In my opinion, this represents an unfair
interference with their right to access to
justice and accordingly their right to a family
life as well as that of the child. What strikes
me as being unjust is the fact that such a
determinative decision is left to the mercy of
the local authority, whose plan is often one of
removal, and following what can sometimes
only be described as a cursory assessment.
Why not remove this decision from the
hands of the local authority and allow a more
detailed assessment to be undertaken by an
Independent Social Worker (ISW)?
Whilst the argument against such a
solution will be one of funding, it should be
remembered that a number of ISW’s work at
rates of pay determined by the government.
Further, the local authority social workers,
many of whom are agency employed, will
save the time that they would have to spend
conducting these IVA’s. I believe that such
a solution would strike the right balance
between protecting the rights of the child
and kinship carers and the preservation of
governmental funds.
The members at Northampton
Chambers are keen to hear other peoples’
views on this subject and would welcome any
contact in this regard.
James Legg
Northampton Chambers
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